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ABSTRACT

In general, the microscope is a basic instrument of research, but it also
may extensively be used for modern education in physical optics,and especially
i Pourier transform optics. This can be shown in a quite new way using a pola
rizing microscope and birefringent flbers,which can produce a large number of
known, less known and even unknown optical Fourier transforms.

i . I1TRODUCTION

Althout the basic principles of image formation in the microscope within the
scope of diffraction theory with some inclination to Fourier optics were forinu—
lated by LAbbe in 1873 and then (1911 to 1920) refined mathematically by a Po-
lish physicist, M.Wolfke. the theory's real potential was revealed some decades
later when the phase contrast was discovered by P.Zernike ( '1932 1935), and the

Fourier transform was evidently applied to optics by P.M.Duffieux (1946).

This paper was originally prepared as a long presentation with a variety of
problems and many illustrations. Its length must now be reduced to a minimum
to present a contribution of reasonable space. Consequently, the title of the
paper should read here as foLlows:

PoLLRIzED-LImT IICROSC OPE
and

BIREFRINENT FIBERS
as

TEACHING WOLS IN FOURIER TRANSFORM OPTICS

Btk'i polymer textile fibers and optical fibers guiding polarized light are
taken into consideration. In fact, however, the former ware already covered by
at least three publications( see Refs.1 to 4). On the other hand, birefringent
optical fibers( ow-Tie, Panda )were only preliminary examined some time ago

( see Ref.2), and then tb.e author of this contribution has offered this problem
to LBozyk affiliated with the Department of Physics,Technical University of
Bialystok,Poland. Her more systematic studies are carried out under a research

project sponsored by the Ministry of National Education, and quite recently she
prepared a preliminary scientific report on Fourier transforms of a variety of

birefringent optical fibers (see Ref.5).

.t- EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A standard,but slightly modified,polariziflg microscope can be used for pro-

ducing the optical Pourier transforms of birefringent fibers (Figure 1). The mo
dification consists in adding a slit subcondenser diaphragm D, linear cntinu—
ous interference filter IF and a double-refractirig Wollaston prism W. The prism
W,bowever,is not necessary for observation of the optical Fourier transforms of

birefririgent fibers F, but serves only for measuring light wavelengths X in
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real time. This is achieved via a calibration plot b(1) ,where b is the period
of the fringe interference pattern produced by,the Wollaston prism in monochro—
znatic light and observed in the ige plane fl of the microscope objective Ob.
Monochromatic light is extracted from a microscope halogen lamp (not shown in
Fig.1) and varied by transverse translation of the interference filter IF. Mono—
chromatic light. of variable wavelength was used for measuring birefrinbence.

B=n11 -n (1)

of hihly birefringent fibers (e.g.,polyiner textile fibers;: see Ref.i for de-
tails). Here ii and nj are the refractive indices of the fiber for light corn—
ponents vibrating parallel ( i i ) and perpendicular (j.. ) to the fiber axis.

As shown in Figure 1, the slit diaph-
ragm D is located in the front focal
plane of the substage condenser C, thus
light. incident on the birefringent fiber
P consists of parallel beams. Optical
Fourier transform8 (o) are observed,
via a microscope ocular Oc and Bertrand
lens BL, in the exit pupil or rear focal
plane E of the objective Ob. The lens BL
can be removed from the path of l4ht,
and a normal microscopical image F of
the fiber F under study arises in the
image plane fl' and is observed thro.ugb.
theocular Oc alone. If simultaneously
the Wollaston prism W is inserted into
the path of light, a fringe interference
pattern is also observed in the plane II
The interfririge spacing b is measured by
means of the micrometric screw associated
with the transverse ( p ) movement of the
prism W.

The basic orientation of the polarizer
P, analyzer A and slit S of the condenser
diaphragm D, and of the fiber F under
study are shown in the left-hand and
right-hand sides of the diagrazn(Fig.I),
where SS denotes the direction of the

condenser slit S., PP and AA are the directions of light vibration(axes )of the
polarizer P and analyzer A, respectively, and PP is the direction of the fiber
axis.

3. BitREFRINGEN FIBER AS A BIFOCAL CYLINDRICAL LENS

When surrounded by a medium of refractive index ii', a birefringent fiber
oriented diagonally between two crossed polars( P and A as shown in Pig.1) acts
as a specific bifocal cylindrical lens (see Pig.2) ,whose focal lines Lj and
Lv contain light vibrations paralleL (ii) and perpendicular(i) to the fiber
axis. The focal lengths and fj ,i.e., the distances between the fiber cen-
ter and the focal lines, are defined by
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Fig.1. Schematic diagram of a polariz-
ing microscope system used for obser-
vation and processing of the OPTs of
birefringent fibers.



Ill If,,=2:r — - and — - — , (2)
11 f . , I ,\ .4n -n n 4n n in

where 2r is the fiber diameter.

Depending on the refractive index n', the fiber diameter 2r and the fiber
birefringence B, the focal lengths f
and fj can be greatly varied, and thus
the fiber P manifests itself as a
single— ,double— or multiple—slit
source of light. Moreover, the double—
slit can be vertical,due to the focal
lines Li I and Lj separated vertically
as shown in Fig.2, or horizontal. On the
other hand,three or even more slits line
sources of light occupy a horizontal
plane at right angles to the optic axis
of the microscope abjective . In parti—
cular, such a qualification applies to
polymer textile fibers made by spinning
and drawing.

4_._ OFT OP THE DIRAC DELIA FUNCTION

This optical Fourier transform is ob-'
served when the fiber birefringence B is
very small. Consequently, the difference
df between the focal lengths f and f1 p
(Fig.2) ,i.e.,

d=fj-f, (3)
Fig.2. Bi.refringent fiber as a bi- is also very small and the two focal
focal cylindrical lens. lines Lp r and Lj are practically unre-

solvable and manifest themselves as a
single focal line equivalert to a slit in an opaque screen( see Fig.3a ) illumi—
nated by a parallel light beam. If the focal line is extremely narrow,it can be

Fig.3. Focal line (a), its OFT (b) , and. conventional image (c) of a
weakly birefringent textile fiber surrounded by air medium. Objective
magnifying power/ numerical aperture: 40x/O.65.
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treated as the one—dimensional Dirac delta function, whose Fourier transform is
equal to unity as shown in Fig.3b. This means that the wavefront is a plane sur
face in the Pourier plane (rear focal plane ) or the objective ( Ob, Pig:.1 ) and
has the same amplitude over the objective exit pupil Z. Such a situation as
shown in Pig.3 is usually produced by undrawn cylindrical polymer textile f 1.-
bers, whose birefringence B is normally weak and therefore perniits us to obtain
excellent. Dirac delta functions if the fiber is surrounded by an air medium,
while the condenser slit ( 3, Fig.i ) is sufficiently narrow and exactly para
ilel to the fiber axis PP.

5. OPTOF AGAUSS FUNCTION

If a birefringent fiber that produces the Dirac delta function. in an air me
dium (Pig.3a), is then immersed in a liquid whose refractive index n' is much.
higher than unity,say,r&' = 1.3 to 1.5, the fiber focal liné becomes wider
(Pig.4a )and manifests itself as a Gauss function. Consequently, its OPT is alsa

Pig.4. As In Fig.3,but here the fiber is surrounded by a ii-
quid medium of refractive index n' = 1.515

of the Gauss-function character ( Pig.4) across the focal line. This OP,how-
ever, is less interesting and less useful in practice than that shown in Pig.3b.

6 . OZ OP TILE VERTICAL DOUBLE-SLIT

A cylindrical fiber whose birefringence B is significant produces two focal
lines L11 and Lj (see Fig.2) separated from each other by a distance d) when
the fiber is surrounded by an aIr medium. Such a situation applies to most poly..
mer textile fibers after their drawing. Now, two focal lines act as two light
slits,one of which follows the other. These lines are mutually coherent across
their widths but they are incoherent along their lengths. Each pair of coherent
points Pj and .L( Fig.2 ) produces spherical wavefronts j and 2 whose radii
of curvature are slightly different at a given distance from the f[ber. The two
wavefronts can interfere with each other and produce an interference pattern
with annular/circular fflnges, such as shown in Pig.5, observed in the Fourier
plane. Any other pair of coherent points along the focal lines L! t and Lj gives
rise to an individual interference pattern, identical with that produced by light
wavefronts emerging from the points and Pj. All individual interference pat-
terns are mutually incohererit,they occopy the same position in the Fourier plane
of the microscope objective and produce,by incoherent superposition,an intense
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resultant interference pattern of circular symmetry ( ig.5) . This pattern does
not change , of course, its position when the fiber P (Fig. I ) is transversely or
vertically translated in the path of light. This property results from a well
known theorem which. states that the Fourier transform does not translate if the
object under' the Fourier transformation is translated.

Flg.5. Annular/circular OPTs produced by a highly birefringent
polymer textile fiber surrounded by an air medium, with decreas
ing light wavelength. from 1. 570 nm (a ) to 560 urn ( b) and 540
nfl' (c.). Objective magnifying power/numerical aperture:40x/O.65.

If the fiber is moderately birefringent,an OFT occurs which consists of a
single annular orcircular dark interference fringe. Its size and diameter de-
pend.s on the wavelength of monochromatic light used. The light wavelength. can
easily be varied by transverse sliding the interference filter IF as shown in
Pig.1. Starting from the long-wavelength region of the visible spectrum and ap-
proaching continuously to the shortwavelength spectral region permits us to ob—
serve a fascinating flow of the interference attern and its annular fringes of
consecutive order. Figure 5 shows almost a minor illustration of this ph.enome-
non. Sometimes two annular dark fringes are simultaneously visible (Fig.5c ) in
the exit pupil of a microscope objective of high numerical aperture if highly
birefringent fiber is examined.

7. IULPIPLE-SLIT OPTICAL FOURI TRANSFORMS

If a birefringent fiber is immersed in a liquid whose refractive index n' ap-
proximates the fiber refractive indices n and nj , then the focal lengths fi
and :fj and also the difference df between the focal lines Li:i and L (Fig.2)
become long. No optical Fourier transforms of the focal lines are therefore ob—
served;: instead, we can observe OPTs of the fiber itself. The cylindrical bire—
fringent fiber now behaves as a multiple—slit object consisting of two,three,
four,and even more parallel slits of various width arranged as a line grating
in a plane perpendicular to the objective axis. In fact, these slit components
are the bright interference fringes of polarized light. They are separated from
each other by dark fringes. All these fringes are localized in or near to the
object plane fl'of the objective Ob(Fig.1),and their widths and positions vary
when the light wavelength k is changed.

Two fringe arrangement.s,however,are predominant: first, two relatively wide
bright fringes,separated by a central dark fringe,appears for particular ve-
lengths (Fig.6a); second, a wide bright fringe,surrounded by two dark fringes,
covers the central zone of the fiber for other particular wavelengths of mono-
chromatic light. Fig.6c . In the first instance we observe an OFT similar to
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the Young interference pattern (Fig.6b), while in the second case the OFT( Fig.
6d ) Is similar to that of the squared sine function. Very narrow bright fringes

a) b)

c) d)

Pig. 6. icroscopical images in polarized Light (a) and( c)
and optical Fourier transforms (b) and (d) of a cylindrical
birefringent textile fiber immersed in a liquid medium
whose refractive index n is near to the refractive indices
ni 1 and of the fiber.

that are perceived at the marginal zones of the fiber images (Pigs.6a axd 6c)
contribute only slightly to the distributiOn of light intensity in the Fourier
plane ( Figs .6b and 6d).

OF ELLIPTICAL SHAPE

If a polymer textile fibr is immersed in a liquid (e.g.,water) whose refrac—
tive index n' is mucI smaller than n11 and nj , then the focal lengths and
f:1. (see PIg.2 ) are relatively long,but the difference d between them is small

( typically equal to several pm). The OPTs
that arise in such a situation are shown
in Pig.7. The nature of their elliptical
fringes cannot be as easily interpretat—
ed as that of interference patterns whose
fringes are of annular/circular symmetry
as shown in Pig.5. At any rate, this spe—
cific elliptical interference pattern
is produced by both the fiber focal lines
and the fiber' itself and can be consider-'
ed as an intermediate pattern between the
annular and straight-line fringe patterns
shown in Pigs.5 and 6, respectively. The
practical usefulness of elliptical OPT
patterns is nearly the same as that of

the annular/circular OFT patterns.
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9. Th OF OPTICAL PI3ERS

B.irefringent optical fibers are produced in another,more complicated way than
polymer textile fibers. The "architecture" of the former greatly differs from
that of the latter. Moreover, birefringence B( see Eq. (i)) of the optical fibers
is typically much smaller than that of polymer textile fibers. Consequently,they
produce the OPTa which resemble roughly that of the Dirac delta function and
Gauss function more or less modified by structural components (core, cladding,
stress insertions )and their geometry. Some examples are shown in Figs.S and 9.

H
pour( b,e,d and e )of many forms

of the OFPs of a Bow-Pie (York) optical
fiber whose cross-section is represent-
ed by diagram. a. The CFTs b and c refer
to the fiber with its lacquer layer,
while d and e to the same fiber' but
free from its external lacquer layer.
Objective magnifying power/numerical a-
perture: 40x1 0.65.

1i.9. This schematic diaram refers to
an optical fiber Panda: a) its cross—
section,b),d') and e) conventonal mi-
croscopical images, ) and f) OPTs. The
fiber is with its surrounding lacquer
layer for diagrams b and c, and free
from this layer for diagrams d to f.

Obj ective magnifying power/numerical
aperture: 40x10.65.
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When a birefringent: optical fIber,
say;, 3w-Tie (Pig.S ) or Panda (Fig.9)
is rotated about its own axis, then its
OFT changes and the conoscopic (Maltese)
cross can appear as a typical phenome-
non observed in the exit. pupil of the
microscope objective of high numerical
aperture if the polars (P and A, Fig.t)
of the polarizing microscope are cross—
ed. The conoscopic cross may easily be
removed by turning slightly the polari-
zer p( Pig.1) or analyzer A from its
ideal crossed position. Such an 0??
free from the cross in question is
shown in Fig. TO.

It: is,however,interesting to note
that no conoscopic cross is observed
when OPTs of polymer textile fibers
are observed (see Pigs. 3 to 7).

Fig.TO. As in Fig.9f, but the coriosco—
pic cross is removed ( Photo by courte-
sy of M.Bozyk, echnical University of
Bia�ystok).

j.• APPLICATIONZ

The birefringent fibers which produce extremely narrow focal lines whose OPT
is that of the Dirac delta function (see Fjg.3) permitted us to develop a simple

ci)

II auxiliary microscope of
low power focused on the
Fourier plane of the micros-
cope objective Ob under exa—
mination,
Pi,P2 and P3 polarizers,
I = double-refractin prism
( symmetric Wollaston.),
n' = image plane of the ob-
jective Ob,
B' = image of the focal line
of the birefringent fiber B,I and E' wavefronts,
RS = rotatable socket,
CG = cover glass for which
the objective Ob is correct—
ed,
II object plane of the ob
jective Ob,

mechanical stage x,y,
C = condenser,
Dc slit diaphragm,
CS = slit.

Pig.'T1. Double—refracting interferometer which uses a birefringent fiber( B)
whose 0P! is equivalent to that of the Dirac delta function.

P2

P3

PS

b) c)

aurratcr
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doub1e-refracting interferometer with variable direction of tilt of laterally
sheared wavefront for testing microscope objectives. The optical system of this
interferometer is shown in Pig.11.

As can readily be seen, this interference system is similar to that shown in
Pig.1, but the Wollaston prism W is positioned in the image plane IT' of the
objective Ob to be tested, and an additional polarizer P3 is installed between
the objective Ob and the Wollaston prism W. Moreover, the condenser slit CS is
rotatable around the optic axis of the condenser C.

When the slit CS is exactly parallel to the birefringent fiber B (Pig.rlb)
and the tested objective Ob is ideally free from aberrations and optimally f 0-
cused on the fiber focal line,then the interference pattern in the Fourier
plane looks like that shown in Pig.12a;. no interference fringes occur and the
area where the sheared wavefronts overlap is uniform in brighness (or homogene-
ous in tint if white light is used). If,however,the condenser slit cs(Pig.11)

S S—+-
AT

Fig.12. Exactly focused shear-interference images of an aberration-free micros-
cope objective, illustrating the double—refracting interferometer for testing
microscope objectives (Fig.11 ) ,which uses a birefringent fiber for producing
the variable direction of tilt of laterally—sheared wavefront.

forms an angle 9 with the axis of the birefringent fiber B (Fig. 1 ic) , then the
uniform-field interference disappears and straigh—line fringes occur in the
overlapping area of the sheared wavefronts (Fig.12b) and form an angle with the
direction of wavefront shear S. For a particular value of 6 the interference
fringes become parallel to S, i.e. the axis a wavefront tilt,AT,is parallel to
the direction of wavefront shear S as shown in Pig.12c.
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Such a variable tilt of interfering wavefronts cannot be obtained if a con-
ventional slit (e.g. a slit ruled in a metallic thin film evaporated onto a

glass slide ) is used instead of the birefringent fiber B. as shown in Pig.11
(the conventional object slit does not require an additional polarizer P3 in the
interference system shown in Fig.11, and the rotatable subcondenser slit CS be-
comes useless).

The use of the birefringent flber,whose focal line is described by the Dirac
delta function,radically improves the ability of the interferometer of this
kind. First. of all, its sensitivity is very high and the interpretation af the
lateral shearing interference fringe patterns is easier when the tilt axis A
(Fig.12c) is parallel to the direction S of wavefront shear.

The interference patterns such as shown in Fig.t2 correspond to those pro—
duced by an ideal microscope objective. Otherwise, if the objective suffers from
a wave aberration, no uniform-field interference ( Fig.12a.) and no straight-line
interference fringes ( Pigs.1•�b and c ) can be obtained. A more detailed descrip—
tion of this interferozneter can be found in Refs.3 and 4.

OPTs of circular/annular shape (see Pig.5.) and those with elliptical interfe-
rence fringes (Fig.7) were applied to the measurement of the fiber birefringence
:3 and its spectral dispersion. Especialiy,the annular/ circular OPTs are very
suitable for this application due to the fact that such optical Fourier trans-
forms are produced by most polymer textile fibers surrounded by an air medium.
There is no place to discuss this matter here and the reader is referred to
Ref.i for a more detailed discussion of this point.

Moreover, the annular/circular OPTs are very suitable for the quality control
of cylindrical polymer textile fibers awl for detecting and rapid assessment of
their optical inhomogeneities and/or local geometrical irregularities,which ma—
nifest themselves as defOrmations of the.anmularjcircular interference fringes.
An example is shown in Pig. 13.

It has been stt:ed that the OPTs of optical fibers ( see Figs.8 to 10 ) canbe useful for qualification of these fibers and for a rapid assessment of their
transverse birefringences. Some practical attempts to do this have been under—
taken and some preliminary results will be published as a separate papers. At
any rate, the interferometric system such as shown in Pig.1'i appears to be more
useful for this purpose than that shown in Fig.1.

lt,_ COICU8IO!

The OPTs presented here appear to be interesting from both. theoretical and
practical points of view and show that a standard polarizing microscope only
slightly modified and birefringent. fibers constitute an attractiv. teaching
tool for those who are interested in education in Fourier transform optics.
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Pig.T3. Irregular OP'a of a cyLindrical polyester
textile fiber which suffers from local optical in
homogeneities and/or geometrical irregularities.
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